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SOME HOMOLOGICAL PROPERTIES OF GL(m|n) IN
ARBITRARY CHARACTERISTIC
ALEXANDR N. ZUBKOV
Introduction
Let G be a reductive group defined over a field K of zero characteristic and let B
be a Borel subgroup of G. The Borel-Bott-Weil theorem describes the cohomology
H•(G/B,Kλ). This classical result was generalized by Penkov for almost all series
of simple Lie supergroups with respect to an additional condition on weights λ
(cf. [19]). The Penkov’s approach to the proof of super BBW theorem is based
on the Demazure’s idea to use minimal parabolic subgroups [5]. The aim of the
present article is to demonstrate how Demazure-Penkov’s approach can be extended
for general linear supergroups over a field of positive characteristic. We prove a
superanalog of Mackey imprimitivity theorem (cf. [4]) and derive some standard
facts about cohomologies H•(G/H, ?) to realize the proof of super BBW theorem
in the way that mimics [10], II.5. Besides, we prove a partial generalization of
Kempf’s vanishing theorem that can be formulated as follows. Let G = GL(m|n)
and B is a Borel supersubgroup of G. If a weight λ satisfies (λ, β∨i ) ≥ ki, where
βi runs over simple positive roots of Bev and ki is a certain non-negative integer
depending of βi, then H
k(G/B,Kλ) = 0 for all k ≥ 1. This theorem can be directly
deduced from [3], Theorem 2.7, once we show that G/B is a locally decomposable
superscheme (the condition Q5 in [3]).
To avoid the proof of this non-trivial statement we develop a different approach.
First of all, one can prove the above theorem over a field of positive characteristic
using some nice properties of the Frobenius kernels. More precisely, it can be
easily shown that a sheaf quotient GBr/B is an affine decomposable superscheme.
By Theorem 2.7, [3], indBGrB K
ǫ
λ|BevGev,r has a filtration with quotients that are
isomorphic to ind
BevGev,r
Bev
Kλ−π, where π runs over sums of roots α ∈ Φ
+
1 without
repetitions. The isomorphism
Hk(G/B, ?)|Gev ≃ H
k(Gev/BevGev,r , (ind
BGr
B ?)|BevGev,r)
and the standard long exact sequence arguments infer our statement. Next, we
observe that if Hk(G/B,Kλ) 6= 0, where K is a field of zero characteristic, then
Hk(G/B,Fλ) 6= 0 for any field F . The advantage of our approach is that we do
not need the property of local decomposability.
The paper is organized as follows. In the first ten sections we give all necessary
definitions, notations and derive auxiliary results. The most important results
in these sections are Theorem 10.1 and Corollary 10.3. In the eleventh section we
describe the representations of minimal parabolic supersubgroups that plays crucial
role in the proof of super BBW theorem in the next section. In the thirteenth section
we obtain the characteristic free character formula of Euler characteristic χ(B, λǫ)
(cf. [8, 9]). The main result of the next section, a partial generalization of Kempf’s
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vanishing theorem, has been discussed above. The last section is devoted to the
complete description of the cohomology H•(G/B,Kǫλ), where G = GL(2|1) and B
is a non-standard Borel supersubgroup of G.
1. Supermodules and supercomodules
A vector superspace is a vector space graded by the group Z2 = {0, 1}. The
homogeneous components of V are denoted by V0, V1. The degree of a homogeneous
element, say v, is denoted by |v|. If V and W are superspaces, then HomK(V,W )
has the natural superspace structure defined by
HomK(V,W )i = {φ|φ(Vj) ⊆Wi+j , i, j ∈ Z2}.
We let SModK denote the K-linear abelian category of vector superspaces with
even morphisms. This forms a tensor category with the canonical symmetry
t = tV,W : V ⊗W
≃
−→W ⊗ V, v ⊗ w 7→ (−1)|v||w|w ⊗ v,
where V,W ∈ SModK .
Objects defined in this symmetric tensor category are called with the adjective
‘super’ attached. For example, a (Hopf) superalgebra is a (Hopf) algebra object in
SModK . All superalgebras are assumed to be unital.
A superalgebra A is called supercommutative, if ab = (−1)|a||b|ba for all homoge-
neous elements a, b ∈ A. A typical example of a supercommutative superalgebra is
a symmetric superalgebra S(V ) of superspace V . More precisely, S(V ) = T (V )/I,
where T (V ) = ⊕k≥0V ⊗k is a tensor superalgebra and the ideal I is generated by
the elements v ⊗ w − (−1)|v||w|w ⊗ v, v, w ∈ V .
Let SAlgK denote the category of supercommutative superalgebras. Given A ∈
SAlgK , we let ASMod, SModA denote the category of left and respectively, right
A-supermodules. These two categories are identified if we regard each M ∈ SModA
as an object in ASMod by defining the left A-action
am := (−1)|a||m|ma, a ∈ A, m ∈M.
on the supervector space M . We remark that M thus turns into an (A,A)-
superbimodule.
Let C be a supercoalgebra with comultiplication ∆C and counit ǫC . We let
SModC , CSMod denote the categories of right and respectively, left C-supercomodules
(with even morphisms). For a C-supercomodule V let τV denote its comodule map.
We use Sweedler’s notation τV (v) =
∑
v1 ⊗ c2, v, v1 ∈ V, c2 ∈ C (or symmetrically,
τV (v) =
∑
c2 ⊗ v1).
If V ∈ SModC and W ∈ CSMod, then define a cotensor product
VCW = {x ∈ V ⊗W |(τV ⊗ idW − idV ⊗ τW )(x) = 0}.
Let (V, τ1) ∈ SMod
C1 and (V, τ1) ∈ SMod
C2 . We say that τ1 commutes with τ2
whenever (idV ⊗ t)(τ2 ⊗ idC1)τ1 = (τ1 ⊗ idC2)τ2.
A Hopf superalgebra A has two right A-supercomodule structures, say Ar and
Al, given by ρr = ∆A and ρl = t(sA⊗ idA)∆A respectively. Here sA is the antipode
of A. Besides, sA takes Ar isomorphically to Al. It is also clear that ρr commutes
with ρl.
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If V ∈ SModA (the case V ∈ ASMod is symmetric), then V ∗ has a right A-
supermodule structure such that τV ∗(φ) =
∑
φ1 ⊗ a2 if and only if∑
(−1)|a2||v1|φ1(v1)a2a
′
2 = φ(v)
for any v ∈ V , where τV (v) =
∑
v1⊗a′2. The functor V → V
∗ is an anti-equivalence
on the full subcategory consisting of all finite dimensional A-supercomodules.
Remark 1.1. Replacing the field K by a superalgebra A ∈ SAlgK , one can define
all the above objects in the tensor symmetric category of A-supermodules. In what
follows we reserve the notation SAlgA for the category of supercommutative A-
superalgebras.
If a Hopf superalgebra A has a form B ⊗Z K, where B is a Hopf superring (i.e.
a Hopf algebra object in SModZ), then we say that B is a Z-form of A. An right
A-supercomodule V has a Z-form W , provided W is an right B-supercomodule
and V = W ⊗Z K. In other words, τV (w ⊗ a) =
∑
(w1 ⊗ 1) ⊗ (c2 ⊗ a), where
τW (w) =
∑
w1 ⊗ c2, w, w1 ∈ W, c2 ∈ B, a ∈ K. The case of left supercomodules is
symmetric.
2. K-functors
Any functor from SAlgK to the category of sets is calledK-functor. For example,
if V is a superspace, then one can define a K-functor Va(A) = V ⊗A,A ∈ SAlgK .
A K-functor X is said to be an affine superscheme, if X is represented by a
superalgebra A ∈ SAlgK . In other words, X(B) = HomSAlgK (A,B), B ∈ SAlgK .
In notations from [15], X = SSp A. The category of affine superschemes is anti-
equivalent to SAlgK . For any morphism of affine superschemes g : SSp A→ SSp B
let g∗ denote its dual comorphism g∗ : B → A.
For example, the functor X(B) = Bm0 ⊕ B
n
1 is an affine superscheme repre-
sented by the free superalgebra K[xi|1 ≤ i ≤ m+ n] with m even (free) generators
x1, . . . , xm and n odd (free) generators xm+1, . . . , xm+n. This affine superscheme
is called an affine superspace of (super)dimension m|n and it is denoted by Am|n.
For any K-functor X we denote Mor(X,A1|1) by K[X ]. It has a natural super-
algebra structure and we call K[X ] a coordinate superalgebra of X . If X = SSp A,
then K[X ] ≃ A (cf. [10], I.1.3, [15], Lemma 1.1).
A closed subfunctor Y of SSp A is uniquely defined by a superideal IY = I of A
such that Y (B) = {x ∈ SSp A(B)|x(I) = 0}. Thus Y = V (I) ≃ SSp A/I is again
affine superscheme (cf. [10], I.1.4, [15], §3). We denote the canonical epimorphism
A→ A/I by πY .
An open subfunctor Y of SSp A is also defined by a superideal I as Y (B) = {x ∈
SSp A|Bx(I) = B} (cf. [10], I.1.5, [15], §3). In general, Y = D(I) is not isomorphic
to any affine superscheme, but if I = Af, f ∈ A0, then D(I) ≃ SSp Af . Finally,
if X is a K-functor, then a subfunctor Y ⊆ X is called closed (open), whenever
for any superalgebra A ∈ SAlgK and any its superideal I, and for any morphism
α : SSp A → X , the subfunctor α−1(V (I)) (α−1(D(I)) is closed (respectively,
open).
For a K-functor X define a subfunctor Xev(A) = X(ι
A
A0
)X(A0), A ∈ SAlgK ,
where ιAA0 is the natural algebra embedding A0 → A. For example, (SSp R)ev is a
closed supesubrscheme of SSp R, defined by the ideal RR1.
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A local K-functor X , that has an open covering by affine subsuperschemes Xi ≃
SSp Ri, i ∈ I, is called just superscheme. A superscheme X is called Noetherian if
and only if the above open covering is finite and each Ri is a Noetherian algebra.
If X is a superscheme, then Xev is a closed subfunctor in X . In particular, Xev is
also superscheme (see [10, 15, 25] for more definitions).
Remark 2.1. All the above objects can be defined over any supercommutative su-
peralgebra A. For example, an A-functor is a functor from the category SAlgA to
the category of sets, (affine) A-superscheme SSpA B is defined by SSpA B(C) =
HomSAlgA(B,C), where B,C ∈ SAlgA.
3. Supergroups
An affine superscheme G = SSp A is a group K-functor if and only if A is a
Hopf superalgebra. If it is the case, then G is called an affine supergroup. Besides,
if A = K[G] is finitely generated, then G is called an algebraic supergroup.
A closed supersubscheme H of G is a subgroup functor if and only if IH is a Hopf
superideal of K[G] (cf. [10, 25, 26]). In what follows all supersubgroups are sup-
posed to be closed unless otherwise stated. If H is a supersubgroup of G, we denote
H ≤ G. For example, Gev ≤ G and Gev is called the largest even supersubgroup of
G. The affine group Gres = G|AlgK is isomorphic to Sp K[G]/K[G]K[G]1.
If charK = p > 0 and K is perfect, then we have an r-th Frobenius morphism
F r : K[G](r) → K[G] of Hopf superalgebras. Remind that K[G](r) coincides with
K[G] as an Hopf superring but each a ∈ K acts as ap
−r
on K[G](r) (see [10, 25]).
Besides, F r(f) = fp
r
, f ∈ K[G](r). Denote the dual morphism G → SSp K[G](r)
by fr. The normal supersubgroup Gr = ker fr is called the r-th infinitesimal
supersubgroup.
4. Superalgebras of distributions
Let X be an affine superscheme and m be a maximal superideal of K[X ]. Let
Dist(X,m) denote the superspace of distributions with support at m (see [10, 25]
for more details). If m is nilpotent, then Dist(X,m) = K[X ]∗. For any morphism
of affine superschemes g : X → Y we denote the induced morphism of superspaces
Dist(X,m)→ Dist(X, (g∗)−1(m)) by dgm. We call dgm a differential of g at m.
Let G be an algebraic supergroup. Then Dist(G, ker ǫG) is denoted by Dist(G).
The superspace Dist(G) is a cocommutative Hopf superalgebra. For any morphism
f : G→ Y the differential dfker ǫG is denoted by df .
Assume that H1 and H2 are supersubgroups of G. We have an morphism of
superschemes m : H1×H2 → G induced by the multiplication of G. Then Dist(H1)
and Dist(H2) are Hopf supersubalgebras of Dist(G) and the morphism of super-
spaces
dm : Dist(H1)⊗Dist(H2) = Dist(H1×H2, ker ǫH1⊗K[H2]+K[H1]⊗ker ǫH2)→ Dist(G)
is induced by the multiplication of Dist(G) (cf. [10], Part I, 7.4(2)).
5. Actions and representations
Let X be an affine superscheme. Assume that an affine supergroup G acts on
X on the right. It is equivalent to the condition that K[X ] ∈ SModK[G] and τX =
τK[X] is a superalgebra morphism. A left action of G on X is defined symmetrically.
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For example, ρr and ρl are corresponding to the right actions mr : G×G→ G
and ml : G × G → G respectively, where mr(g1, g2) = g1g2 and ml(g1, g2) =
g−12 g1, g1, g2 ∈ G(A), A ∈ SAlgK . Besides,G acts on itself by conjugations, (g1, g2) 7→
g−12 g1g2. The corresponding comorphism coincides with νl(f) =
∑
(−1)|f1||f2|f2 ⊗
sG(f1)f2, f ∈ K[G]. In particular, H E G if and only if νl(IH) ⊆ IH ⊗ K[G] (cf.
[25]).
By definition, the category of left/right G-supermodules coincides with the cat-
egory of right/left K[G]-supercomodules. Denote them by G−smod and smod−G
respectively. Both categories have an endofunctor V → ΠV , called parity shift,
such that ΠV coincides with V as a K[G]-comodule and (ΠV )i = Vi+1, i = 0, 1,
where the sum i+ 1 is computed in Z2.
There is a one-to-one correspondence between G-supermodule structures on a
finite dimensional superspace V and linear representations G → GL(V ) (cf. [10,
25]). If τV (v) =
∑
v1 ⊗ f2 ∈ V ⊗ K[G], then g ∈ G(A) acts on V ⊗ A by the
even A-linear automorphism τ(g)(v ⊗ 1) =
∑
v1 ⊗ g(f2). In other words, V is a
G-supermodule if and only if the group functor G acts on the functor Va so that
for any A ∈ SAlgK the group G(A) acts on Va(A) = V ⊗ A by even A-linear
automorphisms.
If V is infinte dimensional, then a G-supermodule structure on V is uniquely
defined by a directed family of finite dimensional subrepresentations {τi : G →
GL(Vi)|i ∈ I}, where (I,≤) is a directed set such that Vi ⊆ Vj if and only if i ≤ j,⋃
i∈I Vi = V and τi|Vi
⋂
Vj = τj |Vi
⋂
Vj for all i, j ∈ I.
If V is an one dimensional G-supermodule, then its supercomodule structure is
uniquely defined by a group-like element f ∈ K[G] so that τV (v) = v ⊗ f . All
group-like elements of K[G] form a group of characters X(G) of G.
6. General linear supergroup
Let V be a finite dimensional superspace. The group functor A→ EndA(V ⊗A)∗0
is an algebraic supergroup. It is called a general linear supergroup and denoted by
GL(V ). If dimV0 = m, dimV1 = n, then GL(V ) is also denoted by GL(m|n).
Fix a homogeneous basis of V , say vi, 1 ≤ i ≤ m + n, where |vi| = 0 provided
1 ≤ i ≤ m, otherwise |vi| = 1. It is easy to see that K[GL(m|n)] = K[cij |1 ≤
i, j ≤ m + n]d, where |cij | = |vi| + |vj |. More precisely, the generic matrix C =
(cij)1≤i,j≤m+n has a block form (
C00 C01
C10 C11
)
with even m×m and n× n blocks C00 and C11, and odd m× n and n×m blocks
C01 and C10 respectively. Besides,
∆GL(m|n)(cij) =
∑
1≤k≤m+n
cik ⊗ ckj , ǫGL(m|n)(cij) = δij ,
and d = det(C00) det(C11). The right supercomodule structure of V is defined by
τV (vi) =
∑
1≤j≤m+n
vj ⊗ cji.
The element Ber(C) = det(C00 − C01C
−1
11 C10) det(C11)
−1 is called Berezinian.
This is a group-like element of the Hopf superalgebra K[GL(m|n)] (cf. [1]).
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Observe that Z[GL(m|n)] = Z[cij |1 ≤ i, j ≤ m+n]d is a Z-form of K[GL(m|n)].
Moreover, Z[GL(m|n)]r (Z[GL(m|n)]l) is a Z-form of K[GL(m|n)]r (respectively,
K[GL(m|n)]l).
7. Borel supersubgroups and root systems
Let G = GL(m|n). We fix the standard maximal torus T such that T (A) consists
of all diagonal matrices from G(A), A ∈ SAlgK . Denote by X(T ) the group of
characters of T . We identify X(T ) with the additive group Zm+n. In particular,
any λ ∈ X(T ) has a form
∑
1≤i≤m+n λiǫi, where
ǫi(t) = ti, t =


t1 0 . . . 0
0 t2 . . . 0
...
... . . . 0
0 0 . . . tn

 ∈ T (A), A ∈ SAlgK ,
and any λi is an integer. For a character λ ∈ X(T ) denote
∑
1≤i≤m+n λi by |λ|.
Define a bilinear form on X(T ) ⊗Z Q setting (ǫi, ǫj) = δij(−1)|vi|. Let ǫ′i denote
(−1)|vi|ǫi. Then (ǫi, ǫ′j) = δij .
Consider an root system
Φw = {ǫwi − ǫwj|1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ m+ n},
where w ∈ Sm+n. The corresponding coroots are (ǫwi − ǫwj)∨ = ǫ′wi − ǫ
′
wj.
Its positive part
Φ+w = {ǫwi − ǫwj|1 ≤ i < j ≤ m+ n}
corresponds to a Borel supersubgroup B+w that is the stabilizer of the full flag
V1 ⊆ V2 ⊆ . . . ⊆ Vi ⊆ . . . ⊆ Vm+n = V,
where Vi =
∑
1≤s≤iKvws, 1 ≤ i ≤ m+ n.
The opposite Borel supersubgroup B−w corresponds to the negative part
Φ−w = {ǫwi − ǫwj|1 ≤ i > j ≤ m+ n}
of Φw. In other words, B
−
w is the stabilizer of the full flag
W1 ⊆W2 ⊆ . . . ⊆Wi ⊆ . . . ⊆Wm+n = V,
where Wi =
∑
m+n−i+1≤s≤m+nKvws, 1 ≤ i ≤ m+ n.
The simple roots of Φ+w form a subset
Πw = {αi = ǫwi − ǫw(i+1)|1 ≤ i < m+ n}.
The root system Φw defines a partial order <w on the weight lattice X(T ) by
µ <w λ if λ− µ ∈
∑
α∈Φ+w
N+α =
∑
α∈Πw
N+α.
An root α = ǫi − ǫj has a parity p(α) = |vi| + |vj |. Denote {α ∈ Φw|p(α) = a}
by (Φw)a, where a = 0, 1.
For any α ∈ (Φw)0 one can define an reflection sα such that sα(λ) = λ−(λ, α∨)α.
It is easy to see that if α = ǫi − ǫj , then sα = (ij). These reflections generate the
Weyl subgroup Sm × Sn ⊆ Sm+n.
Any w ∈ Sm+n can be uniquely decomposed as w = w0w1, where w0 ∈ Sm× Sn
and w1 satisfies w
−1
1 1 < . . . < w
−1
1 m,w
−1
1 (m + 1) < . . . < w
−1
1 (m + n) (cf. [2]).
Then
(Φ+w)0 = {ǫw0i − ǫw0j |1 ≤ i < j ≤ m,m+ 1 ≤ i < j ≤ m+ n}
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and
(Φ−w)0 = {ǫw0i − ǫw0j |1 ≤ j < i ≤ m,m+ 1 ≤ j < i ≤ m+ n} = −(Φ
+
w)0.
In other words, (B+w )ev ((B
−
w )ev) coincides with (B
+
w0)ev ((B
−
w0)ev). If w0 = 1,
then they are the upper triangular (respectively, lower triangular) subgroup of
Gev = GL(m)×GL(n).
A Borel supersubgroup B = B−w is called standard, whenever (Πw)0 is a set of
simple roots of Bev. For example, if w = w0w1 is the above decomposition with
w0 ∈ Sm × Sn, then B′ = B−w0 is standard and B
′
ev = Bev. In general, a Borel
supergroup is not necessary standard. For example, setm = n = 2 and w = (1342).
Then all simple roots ǫ3 − ǫ1, ǫ1 − ǫ4, ǫ4 − ǫ2 are odd!
An root α = ǫi−ǫj corresponds to the one dimensional unipotent supersubgroup
Uij(A) = {E + aEij |a ∈ A|α|}, A ∈ SAlgK , 1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ m + n. We denote Uij by
Uα also.
Any Borel supersubgroup B±w is a semidirect product of the torus T and its
unipotent radical U±w . By definition, U
+
w (U
−
w ) is the largest supersubgroup of B
+
w
(respectively, of B−w ) that acts trivially on each quotient Vi+1/Vi (respectively, on
each quotient Wi+1/Wi), 1 ≤ i ≤ m+ n− 1.
Denote
∑
α∈(Φ+w)0
α by ρ0(w), and
∑
α∈(Φ+w)1
α by ρ1(w). The above remark
infers that the element ρ0(w) depends of w0 only and
ρ0(w) =
∑
1≤i≤m
(m− 2i+ 1)ǫw0i +
∑
m+1≤j≤m+n
(n− 2(j −m) + 1)ǫw0j = w0ρ(id).
Analogously, ρ1(w) = w0ρ1(w1) but ρ1(w1) actually depend of w1. For example,
ρ1(id) =
∑
1≤i≤m
nǫi −
∑
m+1≤j≤m+n
mǫj .
But if m = n = 2 and w = (23), then
ρ1(w) = 2ǫ1 − 2ǫ4 6= 2(ǫ1 + ǫ2 − ǫ3 − ǫ4).
Set ρ(w) = 12 (ρ0(w) − ρ1(w)). Define a dot action u.wλ = u(λ+ ρ(w)) − ρ(w), λ ∈
X(T ), u ∈ Sm × Sn. This action depends of w.
8. Induced supermodules
If H ≤ G and V is a left H-supermodule, then indGHV = VK[H]K[G], where
K[G] is regarded as a left K[H ]-supercomodule via (πH ⊗ idK[G])∆G. Moreover,
indGHV is a left G-supermodule via (idV ⊗ ρG).
The above definition is different from the definition given in [10]. More precisely,
considerK[G] as a leftH-supermodule via the right comodule map ρr|H = (idK[G]⊗
πH)∆G. Then ind
G
HV = (V ⊗K[G])
H , whereH acts diagonally on V ⊗K[G]. In this
setting indGHV is a left G-supermodule via (idV ⊗ ρl). These two G-supermodules
are naturally isomorphic via the map idV ⊗ sG.
Consider a K-functor Mor(G, Va) defined as
Mor(G, Va)(A) = Mor(G|SAlgA , Va|SAlgA), A ∈ SAlgK .
It is clear that each Mor(G, Va)(A) has natural structure of right A-module.
Observe that G|SAlgA ≃ SSpA K[G]⊗A and by Yoneda’s lemma
Mor(G, Va)(A) ≃ Va|SAlgA(K[G]⊗A) = V ⊗K[G]⊗A.
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More precisely, an element v ⊗ f ⊗ a ∈ V ⊗ K[G] ⊗ A represents a morphism
φ ∈Mor(G, Va)(A) if and only if φ(B)(x) = v⊗x(f)a for any x ∈ G(B), B ∈ SAlgA.
Thus Mor(G, Va) can be identified with (V ⊗K[G])a.
The supergroups G and H act on the functor Mor(G, Va) on the right by the
rule:
(gφ)(B)(x) = φ(B)(xg), (hφ)(B)(x) = h(φ(B)(x)),
g ∈ G(A), x ∈ G(B), h ∈ H(A), φ ∈Mor(G, Va)(A),
A ∈ SAlgK , B ∈ SAlgA.
These two actions commute each other. Define a subfunctor indGHV of Mor(G, V )
such that for any A ∈ SAlgK an element φ ∈Mor(G, Va)(A) belongs to ind
G
HV (A)
if and only if
φ(B)(hg) = h(φ(B)(g)), ∀g ∈ G(B), ∀h ∈ H(B), ∀B ∈ SAlgA.
It is clear that indGHV is a G-stable subfunctor.
Lemma 8.1. We have an isomorphism (indGHV )a ≃ ind
G
HV that commutes wuth
the action of G.
Proof. The above identification implies (indGHV )a ⊆ ind
G
HV . Considering B =
K[H ]⊗K[G]⊗A and g = 1K[H] ⊗ idK[G]⊗ 1A, h = idK[H] ⊗ 1K[G]⊗ 1A we obtain
the reverse inclusion. 
Let G be an affine supergroup and H be a supersubgroup of H . Assume that
there are an affine superscheme U and an isomorphism of affine superschemes φ :
G→ H ×U that commutes with the natural left H-actions on both G and H ×U .
The next lemma follows immediately by Lemma 8.1. Nevertheless, we give another
proof in terms of Hopf superalgebras. Denote the dual superalgebra morphism
K[H ]⊗K[U ]→ K[G] by φ∗.
Lemma 8.2. (see [26], Lemma 5.1) For any H-supermodule V the map (idV ⊗
φ∗)(τV ⊗ idK[U ]) is a superspace isomorphism of V ⊗K[U ] onto ind
G
HV .
Proof. Since G→ H × U is H-equivariant, it implies
(πH ⊗ idK[G])∆Gφ
∗ = (idK[H] ⊗ φ
∗)(∆H ⊗ idK[U ]).
Combining with (co)associativity of τV we see that V ⊗ K[U ] → indGHV is a
superspace monomorphism. Conversely, if
∑
v ⊗ φ∗(h ⊗ u) ∈ indGHV , where
v ∈ V, h ∈ K[H ], u ∈ K[U ], then∑
v1 ⊗ g2 ⊗ φ
∗(h⊗ u) =
∑
v ⊗ h1 ⊗ φ
∗(h2 ⊗ u).
Here τV (v) =
∑
v1⊗ g2,∆H(h) =
∑
h1⊗ h2. Since φ∗ is an isomorphism, we have∑
v1 ⊗ g2 ⊗ h⊗ u =
∑
v ⊗ h1 ⊗ h2 ⊗ u
and therefore,∑
v1 ⊗ φ
∗(g2 ⊗ (ǫH(h)u) =
∑
v ⊗ φ∗(h1 ⊗ ǫH(h2)u) =
∑
v ⊗ φ∗(h⊗ u).

Remark 8.3. Let U ≤ G and the multiplication map m induces an isomorphism
of affine superschemes H × U → G, then φ = m−1 and we identify indGHV with
V ⊗K[U ] as above. Then U acts on the last superspace diagonally by ρr on K[U ]
and trivially on V .
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9. Quotients
Let G be an algebraic supergroup and H ≤ G. The sheafification of the K-
functor A→ G(A)/H(A), A ∈ SAlgK , is called a sheaf quotient and it is denoted by
G/H . It was proved in [15] that a quotient sheaf G/H is a Noetherian superscheme
and the quotient morphism π : G→ X is affine and faithfully flat.
Observe that G/H is affine if and only if (G/H)ev = Gev/Hev is affine if and only
if Gres/Hres is (cf. [15], Corollary 8.15 and Proposition 9.3). In particular, G/Gev
is always affine (see also [17]). If H is finite, then G/H is also affine (combine the
above criterion with [10], I.5.5(6); see also [27]).
Assume that H E G. Then G/H ≃ SSp K[G]H is an algebraic supergroup.
Let L be a closed subsupergroup of G and IL be its defining Hopf superideal. A
sheafification of the group subfunctor A→ L(A)H(A)/H(A), A ∈ SAlgK , in G/H ,
is denoted by π(L). It is a closed subsupergroup of G/H defined by the Hopf su-
perideal K[G]H
⋂
IL (cf. [25], Theorem 6.1). The closed subsupergroup π
−1(π(L))
is denoted by LH . As it was observed in [25], p.735, LH is a sheafification of
the group subfunctor A → L(A)H(A), A ∈ SAlgK . Its defining Hopf superideal
coincides with K[G](K[G]H
⋂
IL).
10. Some standard homological properties of supergroups
Let G be an algebraic supergroup and H be a subgroup of G. A k-th right
derived functor RkindGH? is denoted by H
k(G/H, ?) also.
The following theorem is a superanalog of Theorem 4.1 from [4] that is called
Mackey imprimitivity theorem.
Theorem 10.1. If L → G/H is an epimorphism of sheaves, then for any H-
supermodule V and any k ≥ 0 we have an isomorphism of L-supermodules
(Hk(G/H, V )|L ≃ H
k(L/L
⋂
H,V |L
⋂
H).
Proof. It is clear that {Hk(G/H, V )|L}k≥0 is a δ-functor erasable by injectives (cf.
[13], chapter X, §7). By Theorem 7.1 and Corollary 7.2 from [13], chapter X, we
obtain Hk(G/H, V )|L ≃ R
kH0(G/H, V )|L = R
k(indGHV )|L. It remains to prove
that (indGHV )|L ≃ ind
L
L
⋂
HV |L
⋂
H , or (ind
G
HV )|L ≃ ind
L
L
⋂
HV |L
⋂
H .
Consider a subfunctor S ⊆ G such that S(A) = H(A)L(A), A ∈ SAlgK . Since
the functor S obviously commutes with direct products of superalgebras, the sheafi-
fication S˜ of S coincides with G. More precisely, for any A ∈ SAlgK and g ∈ G(A)
there is an fppf covering B of A such that G(ιBA)(g) ∈ S(B), where ι
B
A : A → B
is the canonocal embedding (cf. [25], p.722). Thus the restriction φ 7→ φ|L
induces an embedding (indGHV )|L → ind
L
L
⋂
HV |L
⋂
H . Conversely, for a given
ψ ∈ indLL
⋂
HV (A) one can define φ ∈ ind
G
HV (A) such that φ|L = ψ as follows.
For any B ∈ SAlgA and g ∈ G(B) choose an fppf covering C of B such that
G(ιCB)(g) = hl, h ∈ H(C), l ∈ L(C). Set φ(B)(g) = Va(ι
C
B)
−1(hψ(l)). We leave to
the reader the routine verification that the definition of φ(B)(g) does not depend
on the choice of C and functorial on B. Thus our theorem follows. 
Let G be a normal supersubgroup of an algebraic supergroup S. Assume that
there is a supersubgroup L of S such that L
⋂
G = 1 and S = LG. In other words,
S is isomorphic to a semidirct product G ⋊ L. Assume also that L stabilizes H .
Then LH ≃ H ⋊ L. The following corollary is a (super)analog of I.4.9(1), [10].
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Corollary 10.2. For any k ≥ 0 and any H ⋊ L-supermodule V we have Hk(G ⋊
L/H ⋊ L, V )|G ≃ Hn(G/H, V |H).
If charK = p > 0 and K is perfect, then Theorem 10.1 has another interesting
corollary.
Corollary 10.3. For any k ≥ 0, r ≥ 1 and any H-supermodule V we have
Hk(G/H, V )|Gev ≃ H
k(Gev/(HGr)ev, (ind
HGr
H V )|(HGr)ev ).
Proof. Observe that G/Gr ≃ SSp K[G]p
r
by Theorem 6.1, [25]. Since K[G]p
r
=
K[G]p
r
0 , G/Gr = (G/Gr)ev and by Proposition 9.3, [15], the induced morphism
Gev → G/Gr is an epimorphism of sheaves. The same is true for Gev → G/HGr.
Since HGr/H ≃ Gr/Hr is an affine superscheme (cf. [27]), the functor ind
HGr
H is
exact and the standard spectral sequence arguments infer
Hk(G/H, V ) ≃ Hk(G/HGr, ind
HGr
H V ).
Theorem 10.1 concludes the proof. 
The next lemma is a (super)analog of I.6.11, [10].
Lemma 10.4. Let N EG and N ≤ H. If V is an H/N -supermodule, then
Hk(G/H, V ) ≃ Hk((G/N)/(H/N), V ), k ≥ 0.
Proof. The category H/N − smod can be considered as a full subcategory of the
category H − smod. The restriction of {Hk(G/H, ?)}k≥0 on this subcategory is a
δ-functor. Since G/N and H/N are affine, one can argue as in I.6.11, [10] to prove
that {Hk(G/H, ?)}k≥0 is erasable by injective H/N -supermodules. As above, all
we need is to prove that indGHV ≃ ind
G/N
H/NV . Observe that if W is an injective N -
supermodule, then the spectral sequence in Proposition 3.1 (3), [22], degenerates,
that is Hk(H/N,WN ) ≃ Hk(H,W ) for any k ≥ 0. Since K[G] is an injective
N -supermodule (cf. [26]), we have
indGHV ≃ (V ⊗K[G])
H ≃ ((V ⊗K[G])N )H/N ≃ (V ⊗K[G/N ])H/N ≃ ind
G/N
H/NV.

The proof of the following statement can be copied from [10], I.4.10.
Lemma 10.5. Let H be a supersubgroup of an algebraic supergroup G. For any H-
supermodule V and any k ≥ 0 we have a superspace isomorphism Hk(G/H, V ) ≃
Hk(H,V ⊗K[G]).
11. Representations of minimal parabolic supersubgroups
Let a be an integer. For the sake of convenience we say that 0|a if a = 0 only.
Respectively, 0 ∤ a means a 6= 0. From now on charK = p and it is possible that
p = 0.
For any λ ∈ X(T ) let Kǫλ denote the one-dimensional B
±-supermodule of weight
λ and of parity ǫ. Sometimes we will denote a G-supermodules Hk(G/B±w ,K
ǫ
λ) by
Hk±,w(λ
ǫ), k ≥ 0. The simple socle of H0±,w(λ
ǫ) is denoted by L±,w(λ
ǫ) (see [2],
Lemma 4.1). Observe that ΠHk±,w(λ
0) = Hk±,w(λ
1) and ΠL±,w(λ
0) = L±,w(λ
1).
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Let G = GL(1|1). Then Φ+id = −Φ
+
(12) = {α1 = ǫ1 − ǫ2} and (Φid)0 = ∅. In
other words, G has only two Borel supersubgroups B+id = B
−
(12) and B
−
id = B
+
(12).
Thus <1 is opposite to <(12). In what follows we omit a subindex w ∈ S2.
Observe that the multiplication morphism induces isomorphisms of superschemes
U12 ×B− ≃ G and U21 ×B+ ≃ G.
By Lemma 6.1, [16], a G-supermodule H0−(λ
ǫ) is two-dimensional. More pre-
cisely, H0−(λ
ǫ)µ 6= 0 if µ ∈ {λ, λ − α} only. The one-dimensional supersubspaces
H0−(λ
ǫ)λ and H
0
−(λ
ǫ)λ−α have parities ǫ and ǫ+1 respectively. The G-supermodule
H0−(λ
ǫ) is simple if and only if p ∤ |λ|, otherwise H0−(λ
ǫ) has a composition series
L−((λ− α)ǫ+1)
|
L−(λ
ǫ)
.
Symmetrically, H0+(λ
ǫ)µ 6= 0 if µ ∈ {λ, λ + α} only. The one-dimensional super-
subspaces H0+(λ
ǫ)λ and H
0
+(λ
ǫ)λ+α have parities ǫ and ǫ + 1 respectively. The
G-supermodule H0+(λ
ǫ) is simple if and only if p ∤ |λ|. If it is the case, then
H0+(λ
ǫ) ≃ H0−((λ + α)
ǫ+1). Otherwise H0+(λ
ǫ) has a composition series
L+((λ + α)
ǫ+1) = L−((λ+ α)
ǫ+1)
|
L+(λ
ǫ) = L−(λ
ǫ)
.
Now, let G = GL(m|n). For any subset S ⊆ Πw one can define a parabolic
supersubgroup Pw(S). More precisely, if S = {αi1 , . . . , αir |1 ≤ i1 < . . . < ir <
m+ n}, then Pw(S) is equal to the stabilizer of the flag
W1 ⊆ . . . ⊆Wm+n−ir−1 ⊆Wm+n−ir+1 ⊆ . . .
⊆Wm+n−i1−1 ⊆Wm+n−i1+1 ⊆ . . . ⊆Wm+n.
For example, if S = {αi}, then Pw(αi) coincides with the stabalizer of the flag
W1 ⊆ . . . ⊆Wm+n−i−1 ⊆Wm+n−i+1 ⊆ . . . ⊆Wm+n.
Denote a supersubspace Kvwi +Kvw(i+1) by Si. Define a supersubgroup Hi,w
of G such that for all A ∈ SAlgK :
Hi,w(A) = {g ∈ G(A)|g(Si ⊗ 1) ⊆ Si⊗A, g(Kvj ⊗ 1) ⊆ Kvj ⊗A, j 6= wi, w(i+1)}.
It is clear that Hi,w ≃ GL(2)×T ′ whenever αi is even, otherwise Hi,w ≃ GL(1|1)×
T ′, where T ′(A) = {t ∈ T (A)|t|Si⊗1 = idSi⊗1}.
Let UPw(αi) be a largest supersubgroup of U
−
w whose elements act trivially on
Wm+n−i+1/Wm+n−i−1. The following lemma is obvious.
Lemma 11.1. We have Pw(αi) = UPw(αi)⋊Hi,w.
Remark 11.2. One can prove that UPw(αi) is the unipotent radical of Pw(αi),
that is the largest connected, normal and unipotent supersubgroup of Pw(αi) (see
[17, 27]).
We say that two Borel supergroups B−w and B
−
w′ are adjuacent via αi ∈ Πw
if Φ+w′ = Φ
+
w \ {αi}
⋃
{−αi}. If αi is odd, then we say that B−w and B
−
w′ are odd
adjuacent, otherwise they are even adjuacent. It is clear that UPw(αi) ≤ B−w , B
−
w′ ≤
Pw(α). Moreover, as in Lemma 11.1 we have
B−w = UPw(αi)⋊ (B
− × T ′), B−w′ = UPw(αi)⋊ (B
+ × T ′).
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Here B− and B+ are the corresponding Borel subgroups of GL(1|1) or of GL(2),
with respect to the parity of αi.
In what follows we omit the subindexes w,w′ and i. For example, B−w and B
−
w′
are denoted just by B and B′ correspondingly, Pw(αi) by P (α) etc.
Proposition 11.3. If α ∈ Π1, then :
(1) For any B-supermodule M we have Hk(P (α)/B,M) = 0, provided k > 0.
(2) For all k ≥ 0 we have Hk(G/B,M) ≃ Hk(G/P (α), ind
P (α)
B M).
Proof. Observe that the multiplication map Uα × B → P (α) induces an isomor-
phism of superschemes. Thus P (α)/B is an affine superscheme and the functor
ind
P (α)
B is exact (cf. [25, 26]). In particular, H
k(P (α)/B,M) = 0 for all k > 0.
The second statement follows by the standard spectral sequence arguments. 
Remark 11.4. All statements of the above proposition hold for B′ also.
Denote the socle of ind
P (α)
B K
ǫ
λ by LP (λ
ǫ).
Proposition 11.5. Let α ∈ Π1.
(1) UP (α) acts trivially on ind
P (α)
B K
ǫ
λ.
(2) If p ∤ (λ, α), then LP (λ
ǫ) = ind
P (α)
B K
ǫ
λ ≃ ind
P (α)
B′ K
ǫ+1
λ+α is a simple P (α)-
supermodule of highest weight λ (with respect to <w).
(3) If p|(λ, α), then ind
P (α)
B K
ǫ
λ has a composition series
LP ((λ − α)ǫ+1)
|
LP (λ
ǫ)
.
(4) If p|(λ, α), then ind
P (α)
B′ K
ǫ
λ has a composition series
LP ((λ + α)
ǫ+1)
|
LP (λ
ǫ)
.
Proof. The first statement follows by Lemma 10.4. Moreover, we have an iso-
morphism ind
P (α)
B K
ǫ
λ ≃ ind
GL(1|1)×T ′
B−×T ′ K
ǫ
λ. The last GL(1|1)-supermodule is iso-
morphic to H0−(λ
ǫ) by Corollary 10.2. On the other hand, Lemma 8.2 infers
ind
P (α)
B K
ǫ
λ ≃ K
ǫ
λ ⊗ K[Uα]. Using Lemma 8.1 one sees that T acts on K[Uα]
by νl. In particular, (ind
P (α)
B K
ǫ
λ)µ 6= 0 if and only if µ ∈ {λ, λ − α}. Besides, the
corresponding weight supersubspaces are one-dimensional and have parities ǫ and
ǫ+1 respectively. Thus follows the second and third statements. The case of B′ is
symmetric. 
12. The Borel-Bott-Weil theorem
We still suppose that B = B−w for a fixed element w ∈ Sm+n.
Proposition 12.1. Assume that B and B′ are adjacent via α ∈ Π1 and p ∤ (λ, α).
Then Hk(G/B,Kǫλ) ≃ H
k(G/B′,Kǫ+1λ−α) for all k ≥ 0.
Proof. Combine Proposition 11.3 (2) with Proposition 11.5 (2). 
Proposition 12.2. Let α ∈ Π0, λ ∈ X(T ). The following statements hold for any
k ≥ 0.
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(1) The unipotent radical UP (α) acts trivially on Hk(P (α)/B,Kλ).
(2) If (λ, α∨) = −1, then Hk(G/B,Kǫλ) = 0.
(3) If (λ, α∨) ≥ 0, then Hk(G/B,Kǫλ) ≃ H
k(G/P (α), ind
P (α)
B K
ǫ
λ).
(4) If (λ, α∨) ≤ −2, then Hk(G/B,Kǫλ) ≃ H
k−1(G/P (α), H1(P (α)/B,Kǫλ)).
(5) Suppose that (λ, α∨) ≥ 0. If charK = 0 or charK = p > 0 and (λ, α∨) =
spm − 1, s,m ∈ N, 0 < s < p, then Hk(G/B,Kǫλ) ≃ H
k+1(G/B,Kǫsα.λ)
Proof. Using Lemma 10.4, Corollary 10.2, Lemma 8.2 and Lemma 8.1 one can
repeat the proofs of Propositions II.5.2, II.5.3 and II.5.4 from [10], per verbatim.
For example, let us comment the last statement. By Proposition 1.28, [23], (ρ, β) =
1
2 (β, β) for any simple root β ∈ Φ
+. Thus sα.λ = sα(λ+ρ)−ρ = λ−((λ, α∨)+1)α =
sαλ− α (cf. [10], II.5.1(2)). In particular, (sα.λ, α∨) = −(λ, α∨)− 2 ≤ −2. By the
fourth statement
Hk+1(G/B,Kǫsα.λ) ≃ H
k(G/P (α), H1(P (α)/B,Kǫsα.λ)).
Combining the first statment with the arguments from Proposition II.5.2 and Corol-
lary II.5.3, [10], one sees that ind
P (α)
B K
ǫ
λ ≃ H
1(P (α)/B,Kǫsα.λ). The third state-
ment concludes the proof. 
Remind that a weight λ ∈ X(T ) is called typical if for any odd isotropic root α
we have p ∤ (λ + ρ, α). Otherwise, λ is called atypical (cf. [23], p.62). In our case,
when G = GL(m|n), all roots from Φ+1 are isotropic. Thus λ is typical if and only
if p ∤ (λ+ ρ, α) for any α ∈ Φ+1 .
Let B′ = B−w′ be a Borel supersubgroup that is adjuacent with B. Recall that
ρ(w′) is denoted by ρ′ and u.w′λ by u.
′λ.
Proposition 12.3. If u.λ is typical and B is odd adjuacent with B′ via α ∈ Π1,
then Hk(G/B,Kǫu.λ) ≃ H
k(G/B′,Kǫ+1u.′(λ−α)) for any k ≥ 0. Besides, u.
′(λ − α) is
typical (with respect to Φ′).
Proof. Observe that if µ is typical with respect to Φ, then µ − α is typical with
respect to Φ′. In fact, ρ′ = ρ+α (cf. [23], Proposition 1.28) and µ−α+ρ′ = µ+ρ.
Since u.′(λ − α) = u.λ − α, the second statement follows. It remains to refer to
Proposition 12.1. 
For any two Borel supersubgroups B and B′ whose even parts are the same,
there is a sequence of Borel supersubgroups B = B(1), B(2), . . . , B(t) = B′ such
that B(k), B(k+1) are odd adjuacent, 1 ≤ k ≤ t − 1. We say that B′ is a t steps
neighbor of B.
Corollary 12.4. If B′ is a t steps neighbor of B and u.λ is typical, then
Hk(G/B,Kǫu.λ) ≃ H
k(G/B′,Kǫ+t−1u.′(λ−(ρ′−ρ)))
for any k ≥ 0.
Define a subset X(T )+w = {λ ∈ X(T )|(λ, β
∨) ≥ 0, ∀β ∈ (Φ+w)0}. The elements
of X(T )+w are called dominant weights with respect to a given Borel supersubgroup
B = B−w (or, with respect to a given root system Φw).
It is clear that X(T )+w = X(T )
+
w0. In other words, if B and B
′ have the same
even parts, then their sets of dominant weights are the same too. Following our
conventions we further omit the subindex w.
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If charK = 0, then CZ (CZ) consists of all λ ∈ X(T ) such that 0 < (λ + ρ, α∨)
for all α ∈ Φ+0 (respectively, 0 ≤ (λ + ρ, α
∨) for all α ∈ Φ+0 ). If charK = p > 0,
then CZ (CZ) consists of all λ ∈ X(T ) such that 0 < (λ+ ρ, α∨) ≤ p for all α ∈ Φ
+
0
(respectively, 0 ≤ (λ+ ρ, α∨) ≤ p for all α ∈ Φ+0 ) (cf. [10], II.5.5).
Remark 12.5. In [19] the sets CZ and CZ are denoted by C
+ and C
+
correspond-
ingly.
Let u ∈ Sm × Sn. The length of u is denoted by by l(u). Untill Theorem 12.9
we suppose that B is standard.
Lemma 12.6. Assume that λ ∈ CZ
⋂
X(T )+ and k > l(u). Then
Hk(G/B,Kǫu.λ) ≃ H
k−l(u)(G/B,Kǫλ).
Proof. If l(u) > 0, then there is α ∈ Π0 such that l(sαu) = l(u)− 1. Arguing as in
[10], Corollary II.5.5, we obtain
(sαu.λ, α
∨) = (λ+ ρ, β∨)− 1, β = −u−1(α) ∈ Φ+0 .
Since λ ∈ CZ
⋂
X(T )+, we have 1 ≤ (λ+ρ, β∨) ≤ p and therefore, 0 ≤ (sαu.λ, α
∨) ≤
p− 1. The fifth statement of Proposition 12.2 infers
Hk−1(G/B,Kǫsαu.λ) ≃ H
k(G/B,Kǫu.λ).
Lemma follows by induction on l(u). 
Proposition 12.7. If λ ∈ CZ
⋂
X(T )+, then Hk(G/B,Kǫλ) = 0 for any k ≥ 1.
Proof. Let u0 be a longest element of Sm × Sn (with respect to Φ
+
0 ). Notice that
l(u0) = dimGev/Bev =
m(m−1)
2 +
n(n−1)
2 . Combining Grothendieck’s vanishing the-
orem from [3], p.3, with Proposition 9.3 from [15], we see thatHk+l(u0)(G/B,Kǫu0.λ) =
0. It remains to refer to Lemma 12.6. 
Theorem 12.8. The following statements hold for any k ≥ 0, u ∈ Sm × Sn.
(1) If λ ∈ CZ \X(T )+, then Hk(G/B,Kǫu.λ) = 0.
(2) If λ ∈ CZ
⋂
X(T )+, then
Hk(G/B,Kǫu.λ) ≃ {
0, k 6= l(u),
H0(G/B,Kǫλ), k = l(u).
Proof. Let u = 1. If λ ∈ CZ \ X(T )+, then one can argue as in Corollary II.5.5,
[10]. The second statement is proved in Proposition 12.7.
Assume that l(u) > 0. Again, there is α ∈ Π0 such that l(sαu) = l(u)− 1. As in
Lemma 12.6 we have either 0 ≤ (sαu.λ, α
∨) ≤ p− 1 and then
Hk(G/B,Kǫu.λ) ≃ H
k−1(G/B,Kǫsαu.λ)
or (sαu.λ, α
∨) = −1 = (u.λ, α∨) and then
Hk(G/B,Kǫu.λ) = H
k−1(G/B,Kǫsαu.λ) = 0
by the second statement of Proposition 12.2. Our theorem follows by induction on
l(u). 
Combining all of the above, we obtain the following characteristic free variant of
Penkov’s theorem (compare with [19], Theorem 1).
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Theorem 12.9. Let B be a (not necessary standard) Borel supersubgroup of G and
B′ be a standard t steps neighbor of B. If u.λ is typical (with respect to B), then :
(1) Hk(G/B,Kǫu.λ) = 0, whenever λ ∈ CZ \ CZ.
(2) Hk(G/B,Kǫu.λ) = 0, whenever λ ∈ CZ but k 6= l(u).
(3) Hk(G/B,Kǫu.λ) ≃ ind
G
B′K
ǫ+t−1
λ−(ρ′−ρ), whenever λ ∈ CZ, k = l(u).
Proof. The conditions λ ∈ CZ \ CZ and λ ∈ CZ are invariant with respect to a
passage from B to B′′ and from λ to λ− α respectively, where B′′ is adjuacent to
B via α ∈ Π1. For example, the first condition is equivalent to the conditions :
(1) 0 ≤ (λ+ ρ, β∨) ≤ a for any β ∈ Φ+0 ;
(2) there is γ ∈ Φ+0 such that (λ+ ρ, γ
∨) = 0.
Here a = p whenever charK = p > 0, otherwise a = +∞. It remains to notice that
λ−α+ρ′′ = λ+ρ and Φ+0 = (Φ
′′)+0 . Therefore, one can assume that B is a standard
Borel supersubgroup. Observe that if B is standard, then CZ \ CZ = CZ \X(T )
+
and CZ = CZ
⋂
X(T )+. Theorem 12.8 concludes the proof. 
Proposition 12.10. If λ ∈ CZ and λ is typical, then H0(G/B,Kǫλ) is simple.
Proof. Arguing as in the above theorem and using Corollary 12.4 one can suppose
that B is standard and even more, B = B−id. It remains to combine Theorem 1
from [14] with Corollary II.5.6 from [10]. 
13. Euler characteristics
For anyG-supermodule V let [V ] denote its isomorphism class in the Grothendieck
ring K(G) of the abelian category G−smod. If H ≤ G and V is an H-supermodule,
then one can define the Euler characteristic χ(H,V ) =
∑
k≥0(−1)
k[Hk(G/H, V )].
In the partial case H = B, V = Kǫλ, denote χ(B,K
ǫ
λ) by χ(B, λ
ǫ).
Proposition 13.1. If B and B′ are adjacent via α ∈ Π1, then χ(B, λ
ǫ) = χ(B′, (λ−
α)ǫ+1).
Proof. The case p|(λ, α) should be considered only. Combining Proposition 11.3
(2) with Proposition 11.5 (2, 3) we obtain
χ(B, λǫ) = χ(G/P (α), LP ((λ − α)
ǫ+1)) + χ(G/P (α), LP (λ
ǫ)) = χ(B′, (λ− α)ǫ+1).

As in [8] we introduce a parity function p : X(T ) → Z2 such that p(λ + α) =
p(λ) + p(α), λ ∈ X(T ), α ∈ Φ. This definition depends of Φ = Φw and it is
not unique in general (even if w is fixed). Let F denotes the full subcategory of
G− smod consisting of finite dimensional supermodules such that the parity of any
weight space coincides with the parity of the corresponding weight. It is not hard
to see that G− smod = F ⊕ΠF .
Let R = Z[eλ] for all λ ∈ X(T ). For each M ∈ F one can define the character
ch(M) =
∑
µ∈X(T )
dimMµe
µ ∈ R.
Denote by K(F) the Grothendieck ring of the category F . Since the map ch is
additive on the short exact sequences and multiplicative on the tensor products,
ch : K(F) → R is a homomorphism of rings. Besides, the elements ch(L(λ)) are
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linearly independent. Our convention about parity implies that for any two G-
supermodules M and N in F , ch(M) = ch(N) if and only if [M ] = [N ] in K(F).
Hence ch is injective.
Proposition 13.2. For any λ ∈ X(T ) we have the following character formula :
ch(χ(B, λǫ)) =
∏
α∈Φ+
1
(1 + e−α)∏
α∈Φ+
0
(1 − e−α)
∑
u∈W
(−1)ueu.λ
Proof. Observe that the above formula is invariant with respect to any passage
from B to an odd adjuacent B′. In particular, Proposition 13.1 reduces the general
case to the case when B is standard, say B = B−w0 . Then B ≤ P = P (Π0) =
StabG(
∑
m+1≤i≤m+nKvi). Denote by U the unipotent supersubgroup that consists
of all matrices of the form (
Em ∗
0 En
)
.
Then the multiplication map U ×P → G induces an isomorphism of superschemes
that infers Hk(G/B, V ) ≃ indGP H
k(G/P, V ) for any B-supermodule V (cf. [26]).
By Lemma 8.2 indGP H
k(P/B, V ) ≃ Hk(P/B, V ) ⊗ K[U ] and the maximal torus
T acts on U by conjugations so that ch(K[U ]) =
∏
α∈Φ+
1
(1 + e−α). Since P =
GevB, by Theorem 10.1 we have an isomorphism ofGev-modulesH
k(P/B, V )|Gev ≃
Hk(Gev/Bev, V |Bev ). By Proposition II.5.10, [10], it remains to verify that∏
α∈Φ+
0
(eα/2 − e−α/2) =
∑
u∈W
(−1)ueuρ0 .
We leave this elementary exercise for the reader. 
The following proposition is a partial generalization of Kempf’s vanishing theo-
rem (cf. [10]).
Proposition 13.3. Let λ be a typical weight. If (λ + ρ, β∨) ≥ 1 for any β ∈ Φ+0 ,
then Hk(G/B,Kǫλ) = 0 for any k ≥ 1.
Proof. Arguing as in Theorem 12.9 one can assume that B is standard and even
more, up to some inner automorphism of G, one can assume that B = B−id. It
remains to refer to Theorem 5.1 from [26]. 
Corollary 13.4. If λ satisfies the conditions of the above proposition, then
ch(H0(G/B,Kǫλ)) =
∏
α∈Φ+
1
(1 + e−α)∏
α∈Φ+
0
(1− e−α)
∑
u∈W
(−1)ueu.λ
Lemma 13.5. The following alternatives hold :
(1) If charK = 0, then X(G) is generated by Ber(C).
(2) If charK = p > 0, then X(G) is generated by Ber(C) and det(C11)
p.
Proof. Consider an f ∈ X(G). It is clear that f is an invariant with respect to
the adjoint (co)action νl. Let V be an one dimensional (simple) G-supermodule
that corresponds to f . We have ch(V ) = eλ, where λ = f |T ∈ X(T ). Moreover,
p|(λi + λj) for all pairs i, j such that 1 ≤ i ≤ m < j ≤ m+ n (cf. [7, 12, 24]). In
other words, λ = (a, . . . , a︸ ︷︷ ︸
m
,−a+ pt, . . . ,−a+ pt︸ ︷︷ ︸
n
). It remains to observe that the
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group-like element g = Ber(C)a det(C11)
pt defines a simple G-supermodule of the
same highest weight. Thus f = g. 
14. Kempf’s vanishing theorem for arbitrary weights
Lemma 14.1. For any r ≥ 1, m : Br × U+r → Gr is an isomorphism of super-
schemes.
Proof. Since ker ǫGr and K[Br] ⊗ ker ǫU+r + ker ǫBr ⊗ K[U
+
r ] are nilpotent, the
morphism of superspaces dm : Dist(Br) ⊗ Dist(U+r ) → Dist(Gr), induced by the
multiplication of Dist(Gr), can be identified with K[Br × U+r ]
∗ → K[Gr]∗. It
remains to prove that dm is an isomorphism.
Arguing as in [20], we see that Dist(Gr),Dist(Br) and Dist(U
+
r ) have the basises∏
ǫk−ǫs∈Φ
−
0
E
(mks)
ks
∏
ǫk−ǫs∈Φ
−
1
Eηksks
∏
1≤i≤m+n
(
Eii
ti
) ∏
ǫk−ǫs∈Φ
+
0
E
(nks)
ks
∏
ǫk−ǫs∈Φ
+
1
Eθksks ,
∏
ǫk−ǫs∈Φ
−
0
E
(mks)
ks
∏
ǫk−ǫs∈Φ
−
1
Eηksks
∏
1≤i≤m+n
(
Eii
ti
)
and ∏
ǫk−ǫs∈Φ
+
0
E
(nks)
ks
∏
ǫk−ǫs∈Φ
+
1
Eθksks ,
respectively, where 0 ≤ ti, 0 ≤ nks,mks < pr, ηks, θks ∈ {0, 1}. Thus our statement
obviously follows. 
Lemma 14.2. For any r ≥ 1, m : B × U+r → BGr is an isomorphism of super-
schemes.
Proof. Since U+r
⋂
B = 1, one can identify B×U+r with a subfunctor of a K-sheaf
BGr. By Lemma 14.1 BGr is a sheafification of B × U+r . Since B × U
+
r is an
affine superscheme, its sheafification coincides with itself. (cf. [25], p.721, or [10],
p.68). 
Lemma 14.2 also infers that (BGr)ev = BevGev,r ≃ Bev × U+ev,r. Moreover, by
Corollary 10.3 we have an isomorphism
Hk(G/B,Kǫλ)|Gev ≃ H
k(Gev/BevGev,r, (ind
BGr
B K
ǫ
λ)|BevGev,r ).
Combining Lemma 8.2 with Lemma 14.2 we see that indBGrB K
ǫ
λ ≃ K
ǫ
λ ⊗K[U
+
r ].
Proposition 14.3. The BevGev,r-module ind
BGr
B K
ǫ
λ has a filtration with quotients
that are isomorphic to ind
BevGev,r
Bev
Kλ−π, where π runs over sums of roots α ∈ Φ
+
1
without repetitions.
Proof. The affine superscheme BGr/B ≃ SSp K[U+r ] is obviously decomposable.
Since the torus T acts on U+r by conjugations, our statement immediately follows
by Thorem 2.7, [3]. 
Lemma 14.4. Let C• be a complex consisting of free Z-modules. If for some
k ≥ 0 there is a field K of zero characteristic such that Hk(C• ⊗Z K) 6= 0, then
Hk(C• ⊗Z F ) 6= 0 for any field F .
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Proof. Consider the fragment Ck−1
dk−1
→ Ck
dk→ Ck+1. Since a subgroup of free
abelian group is free, for any t we have Ct = kerdt ⊕ Vt and dt induces an isomor-
phism Vt → Im dt. Thus Ct ⊗Z F = ker dt ⊗Z F ⊕ Vt ⊗Z F for any field F .
Notice that K is a flat Z-modue. Thus
Hk(C• ⊗Z K) ≃
kerdk
Im dk−1
⊗Z K 6= 0,
In other words, there is x ∈ ker dk such that Zx
⋂
Imdk−1 = 0. Vice versa, if there
exists x ∈ ker dk such that Zx
⋂
Imdk−1 = 0, then H
k(C• ⊗Z K) 6= 0.
Let X be a direct summand of ker dk such that X is finitely generated (free)
Z-module and x ∈ X . Observe that if x ⊗ 1 ∈ Im (dk−1 ⊗Z F ), then x ⊗ 1 ∈
Im (dk−1 ⊗Z F )
⋂
X ⊗Z F and the last superspace is spanned by the elements
y⊗1, y ∈ Im dk−1
⋂
X . Choose a basis ofX , say x1, . . . , xt, such that n1x1, . . . , ntxt
is a basis of Im dk−1
⋂
X for some non-negative integers n1, . . . , nt. Without loss
of generality one can assume that x1 = x. Then n1 = 0 and our lemma obviously
follows. 
Remark 14.5. We obtain as a by-product that if dimK H
k(C• ⊗Z K) < ∞, then
dimK H
k(C• ⊗Z K) ≤ dimF Hk(C• ⊗Z F ) for any field F .
Proposition 14.6. Let charK = 0. If Hk(G/B,Kǫλ) 6= 0 for some k ≥ 0 and λ,
then Hk(G/B,F ǫλ) 6= 0 for any field F .
Proof. By Lemma 10.5 Hk(G/B,F ǫλ) ≃ H
k(B,F ǫλ⊗F [G]). The Hopf superalgebra
F [B] has a Z-form Z[B] = Z[G]/I, where a Hopf superideal I is generated by
the elements cw(i),w(j), 1 ≤ i < j ≤ m + n. Besides, a B-supermodule M =
F ǫλ ⊗ F [G] has a Z-form MZ = Z
ǫ
λ ⊗ Z[G]. The cohomology H
•(B,M) can be
computed using Hocshchild complex C•(B,M) = {M ⊗ F [B]⊗n} (cf. [10, 6]).
Moreover, this complex has a Z-form C•
Z
(B,M) = {MZ⊗Z[B]
n} consisting of free
Z-(super)modules. The statement follows by Lemma 14.4. 
Corollary 14.7. If Hk(G/B,F ǫλ) = 0 for a field F , then H
k(G/B,Kǫλ) = 0 for
any field K of zero characteristic.
For the sake of simplicity assume that Bev = (Bid)ev. In the notations of seventh
section, w = w1, w0 = id. Thus Φ
+
0 = {ǫi − ǫj |1 ≤ i < j ≤ m, or m+ 1 ≤ i < j ≤
m+ n}. For any positive integer s let s denote the interval {1, . . . , s}.
Let βi denote the weight ǫi − ǫi+1, where i 6= m. The cardinality of {γ ∈
Φ+1 |(γ, β
∨
i ) = 1} is denoted by ki. More precisely, if 1 ≤ i ≤ m− 1, then
ki = (w
−1(m+ n \m) \ w−1(i))♯ + (w−1(i+ 1)
⋂
w−1(m+ n \m))♯ =
n+ (w−1(m+ n \m)
⋂
(w−1(i + 1) \ w−1(i)))♯.
Finally, if m+ 1 ≤ i ≤ m+ n− 1, then
ki = (w
−1(i)
⋂
w−1(m))♯ + (w−1(m) \ w−1(i+ 1))♯ =
m− (w−1(m)
⋂
(w−1(i + 1) \ w−1(i)))♯.
Theorem 14.8. Assume that for each βi the weight λ satisfies (λ, β
∨
i ) ≥ ki. Then
Hk(G/B,Kǫλ) = 0 for all k ≥ 1. In particular, ch(H
0(G/B,Kǫλ)) = ch(χ(B, λ
ǫ)).
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Proof. By Corollary 14.7 it remains to prove our theorem for any field of positive
characteristic. Combining Proposition 14.3 with the standard long exact sequence
arguments it remains to show that all cohomology groups
Hk(Gev/BevGev,1, ind
BevGev,1
Bev
Kλ−π) ≃ H
k(Gev/Bev,Kλ−π)
are equal to zero. The condition (λ, β∨i ) ≥ ki guarantees that (λ−π, β
∨
i ) ≥ 0 for any
βi. Kempf’s vanishing theorem infers the first statement. The second statement
follows by Proposition 13.2. 
15. Cohomologies of GL(2|1)
Let G = GL(2|1). By Grothendieck’s vanishing theorem Hk(G/B,M) = 0 for
any B-supermoduleM whenever k ≥ 2. Thus if H0(λǫ) = 0, then −ch(χ(B, λǫ)) =
ch(H1(λǫ)). Symmetrically, if H1(λǫ) = 0, then ch(χ(B, λǫ)) = ch(H0(λǫ)).
There are three representatives of conjugacy classes for Borel supersubgroups
in G. They are B−w , w ∈ {1, (23), (132)}. Assume that charK = p > 0 and K is
perfect. Matrices from B−(23) have the form
 ∗ 0 0∗ ∗ ∗
∗ 0 ∗

 .
Respectively, matrices from B−(132) have the form
 ∗ 0 ∗∗ ∗ ∗
0 0 ∗

 .
It is clear that they are odd adjuacent via ǫ1 − ǫ3.
Set B = B−(23). Then α1 = ǫ1 − ǫ3, α2 = ǫ3 − ǫ2 and ρ = 0. The only even
positive root is β = β1 = α1 + α2. Besides, k1 = 2.
By the above convention Hk(G/B,Kǫλ) is denoted by H
k(λǫ). We also denote
Hk(Gev/Bev,Kλ) by H
k
ev(λ).
Since the elements of U12 commutes with the elements of U
+, U12 acts identically
on V = Kǫλ⊗K[(U
+)1]|BevGev,1 . For the elements of U21 the following formula hold
: 
 1 c12 c130 1 0
0 c32 1

U21(a) =


1 + c12a 0 0
a 1+(c12+c13c23)a(1+c12a)2 −
c13a
1+c12a
c32a 0
1+(c12+c13c23)a
1+c12a



 1
c12
1+c12a
c13
1+c12a
0 1 0
0 c321+c12a 1

 .
Thus U21(a) acts on V by the rule :
ck12 7→ (1 + c12a)
λ1−2λ2−λ3−k(1 + (c12 + c13c32)a)
λ2+λ3ck12;
ck12c13 7→ (1 + c12a)
λ1−λ2−k−1ck12c13; c
k
12c32 7→ (1 + c12a)
λ1−λ2−k−1ck12c32;
ck12c13c32 7→ (1 + c12a)
λ1−λ2−k−2ck12c13c32.
The above computations immediately show that Kλ ⊗ K[c12]c13, Kλ ⊗ K[c12]c32
and Kλ ⊗ K[c12]c13c32 are BevGev,1-submodules of V . The first two submodules
are isomorphic to ind
BevGev,1
Bev
Kλ−α1 and ind
BevGev,1
Bev
Kλ−α2 respectively. The third
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submodule is isomorphic to ind
BevGev,1
Bev
Kλ−β . Moreover, let us denote the direct
sum of these submodules by W . Then V/W ≃ ind
BevGev,1
Bev
Kλ.
Proposition 15.1. The following statments hold :
(1) If (λ, β∨) ≥ 1, then H1(λǫ) = 0 but H0(λǫ) 6= 0;
(2) If (λ, β∨) = 0, then H1(λǫ) and H0(λǫ) are one-dimensional G-supermodules
(of the same weight λ) if and only if λ has a form (a, a,−a + pt) if and
only if λ is atypical, otherwise H1(λǫ) = H0(λǫ) = 0;
(3) If (λ, β∨) < 0, then H1(λǫ) 6= 0 and H0(λǫ) = 0.
Proof. We have the long exact sequence :
0→ H0ev(λ− α1)⊕H
0
ev(λ− α2)⊕H
0
ev(λ− β)→ H
0(λǫ)|Gev → H
0
ev(λ)→
→ H1ev(λ− α1)⊕H
1
ev(λ − α2)⊕H
1
ev(λ− β)→ H
1(λǫ)|Gev → H
1
ev(λ)→ 0.
Assume that (λ, β∨) ≥ 2. By Theorem 14.8 H1(λǫ) = 0 but H0ev(λ) 6= 0, hence
H0(λǫ) 6= 0.
Let (λ, β∨) = 1. Then
H1ev(λ) = H
1
ev(λ− α1) = H
1
ev(λ− α2) = H
0
ev(λ− β) = 0
and we have the long exact sequence :
0→ H0ev(λ − α1)⊕H
0
ev(λ− α2)→ H
0(λǫ)|Gev → H
0
ev(λ)→ H
1
ev(λ− β)→
→ H1(λǫ)|Gev → 0.
By Serre duality H1ev(λ − β) ≃ H
0
ev(−λ)
∗ = 0 (cf. [10], p.203). It infers again
H1(λǫ) = 0 but H0(λǫ) 6= 0.
Now, assume that (λ, β∨) = 0. Then
H0ev(λ − α1) = H
0
ev(λ− α2) = H
0
ev(λ − β) = 0
and the long exact sequence is converted into :
0→ H0(λǫ)|Gev → H
0
ev(λ)→ H
1
ev(λ−α1)⊕H
1
ev(λ−α2)⊕H
1
ev(λ−β)→ H
1(λǫ)|Gev → 0.
Again, by Serre duality H1ev(λ − α1) ≃ H
0
ev(−(λ + α2))
∗ = 0, H1ev(λ − α2) ≃
H0ev(−(λ+α1))
∗ = 0 and H1ev(λ−β) ≃ H
0
ev(−λ)
∗. So, the long exact sequence has
the form :
0→ H0(λǫ)|Gev → H
0
ev(λ)→ H
0
ev(−λ)
∗ → H1(λǫ)|Gev → 0.
By Weyl’s character formula ch(H0ev(λ)) = e
λ = ch(H0ev(−λ)
∗) (cf. [10], II.5.10).
Thus either H0(λǫ) and H1(λǫ) are one dimensional G-supermodules or H0(λǫ) =
H1(λǫ) = 0. By Lemma 13.5 the first opportunity holds if and only if λ = (a, a,−a+
pt) for some integers a, t if and only if λ is atypical.
Finally, if (λ, β∨) < 0, then H0(λǫ) = 0 but H1(λǫ) 6= 0. In fact, at least
H1ev(λ− β) ≃ H
0
ev(−λ)
∗ is not equal to zero. 
Now, set B = B−(132). In the above notations V = K
ǫ
λ ⊗K[(U
+)1]|BevGev,1 has a
filtration by BevGev,1-modules as :
W = ind
BevGev,1
Bev
Kλ ⊕ ind
BevGev,1
Bev
Kλ−α2 ⊕ ind
BevGev,1
Bev
Kλ+α1−α2 ⊆ V
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and V/W ≃ ind
BevGev,1
Bev
Kλ+α1 . For example, the isomorphism Kλ ⊗ K[c12]c32 ≃
ind
BevGev,1
Bev
Kλ−α2 is given by
ck12c32 7→ {
ck−112 , k ≥ 1,
cp−112 , k = 0.
Since cp12 = 0 and U12(a) takes c
k
12c32 to (1 + c12a)
λ1−λ2−kck12c32, the isomorphism
is defined correctly.
Proposition 15.2. The following statements hold :
(1) If (λ, β∨) ≥ 0, then H1(λǫ) = 0 but H0(λǫ) 6= 0;
(2) If (λ, β∨) = −1, then H1(λǫ) = H0(λǫ) = 0;
(3) If (λ, β∨) ≤ −2, then H1(λǫ) 6= 0 and H0(λǫ) = 0.
Proof. The long exact sequence is :
0→ H0ev(λ)⊕H
0
ev(λ− α2)⊕H
0
ev(λ+ α1 − α2)→ H
0(λǫ)|Gev → H
0
ev(λ+ α1)→
→ H1ev(λ)⊕H
1
ev(λ− α2)⊕H
1
ev(λ + α1 − α2)→ H
1(λǫ)|Gev → H
1
ev(λ+ α1)→ 0.
Arguing as above we see that H1(λǫ) = 0 but H0(λǫ) 6= 0, provided (λ, β∨) ≥ 0.
If (λ, β∨) ≤ −2, then H0(λǫ) = 0 and since H1ev(λ − α2) ≃ H
0(−(λ + α1))∗ 6= 0,
H1(λǫ) 6= 0.
Finally, let (λ, β∨) = −1. The long exact sequence is converted into :
0→ H0(λǫ)|Gev → H
0
ev(λ + α1)→ H
0
ev(−(λ+ α1))
∗ → H1(λǫ)|Gev → 0.
Thus either H0(λǫ)|Gev ≃ H
0
ev(λ + α1) and H
1(λǫ)|Gev ≃ H
0
ev(−(λ + α1))
∗ or
H0(λǫ) = H1(λǫ) = 0. The first opportunity would imply that H0(λǫ) and H1(λǫ)
are simple one dimensional G-supermodules and hence (λ, β∨) = 0. This contradic-
tion infers that H0(λǫ) and H1(λǫ) are always trivial whenever (λ, β∨) = −1. 
Remark 15.3. Comparing the second statements of the above propositions we see
that Proposition 12.3 is no longer true for atypical weights!
Remark 15.4. Since ch(χ(B, λǫ)) does not depend on charK, Corollary 14.7 im-
mediately implies that all statements of the above propositions hold in the case
charK = 0. Only the case B = B−(23) and λ = (a, a,−a) needs some extra arguing.
But in this case H0(λǫ) always contains a simple supermodule that is isomorphic
to KBer(C)a ⊆ K[G]r (see Lemma 13.5). It remains to refer to Remark 14.5.
Remark 15.5. The results of this section show that the statement of Theorem
14.8 still holds even if for some i the integer (λ, β∨i ) is less than ki. It rises the
natural question to find the minimal value of each (λ, β∨i ) that would infer the
statement of Theorem 14.8. We conjecture that Theorem 14.8 still holds whenever
(λ, β∨i ) ≥ min{m,n} for any i 6= m.
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